
 
 

Freek Wambacq interview with Gasworks Curator Robert Leckie, 8 December 2015 

 

 

Robert Leckie: What are the main issues or themes in your practice? 

 

Freek Wambacq: The idea of sound is a recurring theme in my work. Sound that is, or could be, 

evoked by something other than a typical source – this has been the basis of a number of the works 

I’ve made in recent years. Looking back on it, I’d say this came from my interest in Surrealism, or 

how Surrealist works combine the world of everyday perception with a world of imagination or 

pure cognition. 

 

RL: This rings true with your Foley works in particular. Could you describe them? 

 

FW: I've been working with visualised sound using Foley props since 2008.  The works are 

essentially sculptures in which I assemble various objects used by Foley artists to produce cinematic 

sound effects. While they have the potential to create particular sounds – such as the coconuts 

shells in Twelve birds, five horses and a small fire (2009), which can be knocked together to 

approximate the sound of galloping horses – they remain still and therefore silent. But when looking 

at them and reading their titles you’re encouraged to imagine sounds, which emphasises narrative. 

 

RL: So these Foley works translate sounds, or the names of sounds, into silent, speculative sculptures, while 

the works you’ve produced during your residency translate foodstuffs, namely pâté, into densely layered 

photographic collages. What got you first interested in this idea of translation or transposition of one form or 

method into another?  

 

FW: It’s about taking a critical approach to the world, let’s say, or questioning the typical order of 

things. That’s how I got interested in this question of translation as a way of manipulating the 

relations between humans and objects. For me, this is also a way of questioning our perception of 

the environment and dealing with art history, which I do in a playful, but I hope sincere, way.  

 

RL: If your works tend to be coded, with titles often providing clues, how do the site-specific contexts in 

which you present these works help to unlock your interests and intentions for an audience?  

 

FW: The first sound sculptures I made were presented on tables – a framing device I also use in 

other works – in galleries. Only later did I begin to insert these works into the social fabric of the 

city, in public spaces like libraries, botanical gardens and shops. By placing work in these settings, 

pairings were established, sometimes based on wordplay or puns. So I discovered that site-specific 

contexts can add further, often unanticipated, layers to my work and its interpretation. 

 

Concerning the titles, sometimes they don’t provide (enough) keys but rather produce friction or a 

discrepancy with the work, which I like. This implicates the viewer by forcing them to make sense of 

the situation and come up with their own interpretation, which I think produces more interesting 

and open-ended artworks.  

 

RL: How does the site-specificity of these works relate to the work you’ve made in the butchers in Peckham 

during your residency?  

 

FW: So far the Foley works have always had a set lifespan, only lasting as long as the exhibitions they 

were part of. The permanent, site-specific installation that I’ve made for Flock and Herd butchers in 

Peckham [155 Bellenden Road, SE15 4DH], Hitting, Knocking, Slapping, Punching (2015-ongoing), on 



the other hand, will be on view for as long as the shop stays in business or the butcher is willing 

to host the artwork. 

 

This work is in fact a remake of my Butcher Series (2014), initiated by Magazin4, Kunstverein Bregenz, 

which was spread out around the Lake of Victoria. Considering the tradition of British meat and 

Sunday Roasts, I was keen to further develop this work in a London context. I am interested in how 

butchers already provide the material needed to produce a variety of punching and slapping sounds. 

By simply pointing to the meat in the butchers’ hands, I emphasise the material and surroundings, 

building up a sonic composition in the minds of the audience.  

 

RL: How are people made aware of the work? Do the butchers announce it, for example? 

 

FW: No, the butchers don’t announce it, but I did make a poster to advertise it during the Open 

Studios, in which the promotional text overlays an image of Vincent Van Gogh’s 1888 painting View 

of a Butcher’s Shop. Hopefully Gasworks will also help to keep it alive, but I am also participating in a 

group show at Flat Time House in March next year, curated by Sean Lynch, which is just around the 

corner from the butcher, so I will probably display the poster there too. 

 

RL: Could you describe the pâté works you’ve also be working on, including how you produced them and, 

more specifically, how you made a culinary practice into a visual practice?  

 

FW: They’re a continuation of a work I made earlier this year, Quand tu masses ta salade, masses-tu le 

chou frisé seulement? (2015), which translates a kale salad recipe into a work on paper. This work is 

however text based and incorporates basic Adobe Photoshop effects to make the words look like 

they are floating above a reproduction of an A4 sheet of paper. As with the Foley works, in which 

different elements combine to create a narrative, in this salad piece the viewer is encouraged to 

combine the ingredients in different ways, ‘mixing their own’, cognitively.  

 

Rather than using text, the pâté works, such as L'oreiller de la Belle Aurore (2015), were composed by 

layering images digitally in an attempt to produce a visual equivalent of the texture and composition 

of pâté, its density and complex combination of ingredients. I worked on these images for several 

weeks, starting with a plain colour and borders, slowly adding layers, other colours and textures. 

They’re also all printed in different ways, using different papers and different printing techniques. 

This was originally because I wanted to test out the various processes, but I eventually decided to 

display them in this way as well, so that the different textures and errors they produce stand in 

contrast and become part of the work.  

 

RL: So it was a relatively intuitive process? 

 

FW: Yes, although I knew that I wanted to achieve a very dark image, in which you’d lose your 

awareness of depth or induce a feeling of vertigo. 

 

RL: I don’t feel vertigo necessarily but, like pâté, they do carry undertones of luxury and complexity...  

 

FW: Well, actually, these days most pâtés are industrially produced. I also read somewhere that 

during the Middle Ages pâtés were made primarily to preserve meat: the ingredients were cooked, 

minced and recooked the so that they could be kept fresh for longer. It wasn’t until the 18th century 

that it became a ‘high end’ dish, or until the 19th century that pâtés became artworks or a way for 

chefs to show off their skills.  

 

RL: Where do you plan to take the work next?  

 



 

FW: I don't know yet where I'll take this work. I guess time will tell. But what I know is that they’re 

very absorbing and time-consuming works to make and that I plan to extend the series and hopefully 

show them in future exhibitions.  


